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PORTABLE QRP
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WHY GO QRP?
It is easier to go "off grid" and use batteries

QRP means
low power,
usually 5
watts or
less.
Low power radio
communications

It is less likely to interfere with other devices
Gear can be much smaller and portable
Earn awards for QRP categories in contests
It is a good excuse to get outside
SOTA/POTA/Field day type events
You can build inexpensive kits
It is a challenge
Using low power can make you a better
operator

HOW TO START
A lot of QRP basics are just good amateur practices.
QRP only radios are not a good choice for your first
HF station. Low power communications can be
difficult at times and it would be easy to get
discouraged.
I would suggest that you start out with the radio,
antenna and gear that you already have. You don't
have to lower the power all the way to 5 watts.
Lower it incrementally and see if you can still make
your normal contacts. Most radios will allow you to
adjust the power level.
Make sure your antenna system is as effective and
efficient as possible. If you set up your antenna
system so that you can make contacts using 5 watts
then you have just made your normal 100 watt
communications even more effective.

QRP was
originally a
CW Q-signal
meaning
"shall I
reduce
power" or
"can you
reduce
power?"

MODES & STRATEGIES FOR QRP
Plan ahead and allow yourself enough time to
travel if you are traveling and enough time to set
up your station. Even vertical antennas take time
to set up. It is surprising how much time it takes to
unwind antenna wires and coaxial cable.
Check propagation before you operate. VOACAP
is a great resource to find MUF and determine
which HF band or bands will be most effective and
help you bring the appropriate antennas.

If you want
people to
look at you
funny,
operate
portable
radio in the
park.

Although many QRP contacts have been made via
SSB, FM and even AM, CW and HF digital modes
are usually the most efficient for low power. Most
of the QRP voice contacts were made during earlier
solar cycles when we had better band conditions.
Many CW operators use QRP power levels
exclusively. CW uses much less bandwidth than
phone modes and as a result can get more "miles
per watt." 7.03 MHz is often considered a QRP CW
"watering hole" for those using low power.
Certain digital modes also use less bandwidth and
punch through more easily than voice. Take a look
at OH8STN's youtube channel to see an excellent
resource on portable amateur radio focusing on
digital modes.
Keep in mind that QRP is not always easy. Even
seasoned veteran operators often struggle.

GEAR FOR QRP
A checklist is a good idea to keep everything you
need organized. Pay attention to coaxial cable
and connectors and adapters. Most QRP gear
uses BNC connectors but you will find some that
uses PL-259/SO-239 connectors.
Measure the charge on your batteries before
going portable. It is easy to think that the
batteries from last time should still be okay. Trust
me and measure them.
A few items that I like to use and have found
helpful are:
a comfortable and portable chair
an arborist sling for deploying antennas
a small clipboard that attaches to your thigh
a waterproof container for small radio
micro straight keys, see cwmorse.us
LiFePO4 batteries have made portable power
much easier to carry. I do not have any of these
but I plan on getting one once the technology gets
more affordable.

An arborist
sling makes
deploying
antennas
into trees
much
easier.

ANTENNAS
Low power radios can use antennas with smaller
gauge wire than high power rigs. Wire antennas
are common in QRP, as are small magnetic loops.
End fed antennas are popular as they allow us to
use less coaxial cable. Coax can add weight and
bulk quickly.
I would recommend you try and use resonant
antennas as much as possible. It is of course
possible to use an antenna tuner but this adds
another piece of equipment and usually at least 1

QRPGuys
portable
tri-band
vertical for
20, 30 & 40
meters

extra cable. Check out QRPGuys website in the
resources page for some good antenna kits.
If you are operating portable keep an eye out for
power lines. When you plan to operate at night it
may be a good idea to look at the location ahead
of time during daylight hours.

QRP Radios
Icom IC-705 - This radio was recently released
and has generated a lot of enthusiasm. It has a
nice touch screen almost identical to the Icom
7300. This radio operates 160 meters through
70 centimeters on all modes and includes a built
in GPS. It is D-STAR capable and can transmit
10 watts with a 13.8 Volt power supply or 5
watts with the supplied battery.
Elecraft KX line - You can get these preassembled or in kit form. The KX2 and KX3 are
very popular multi-mode / multi-band rigs.
These radios have a built in antenna tuner, a
rarity in QRP radios. The list of features for
these radios could be a presentation in itself. I
encourage you to read about them on the
elecraft website.
Yaesu FT - 817 and 818 - The 817 has been a
mainstay of QRP for two decades. These rigs
work 160 meters - 70 centimeters on all modes.
These are also popular for satellite work.
LNR Mountain Toppers - Very portable CW only
transceivers that can operate on a standard 9
volt battery.
uBITX Transceiver - A low power SSB and CW
kit that operates 10 meters - 80 meters.
QCX Transceiver - A 5 watt CW kit that
operates on a single band of your choice.
MFJ - 9040 - These are single band CW radios.
Compared to other kit radios they are
expensive and bulky compared to the rigs listed
above.

QRPp
means very
low power,
usually 1
watt or
less.

RESOURCES
QRPGuys.com - A large collection of QRP kits
4StatesQRP.com - More kits
W2LJ's blog - Blog of a QRP only operator
AA7EE's blog - This guy builds some cool QRP stuff
cwmorse.us - 3D printed CW keys made in South East Texas.
alexloop.com - Site for a popular magnetic loop
North American QRP CW club - This is a CW group that is free to join.
Allen KA5TJS of San Augustine, TX hosts a CW net each Monday
night at 7 PM local on 3.566 MHz.
Flying pigs QRP club - They host QRP events such as "Run for the
bacon."
QRP School youtube channel - QRP info channel
Ham Radio CQ youtube channel - lots of portable CW videos
OH8STN's youtube channel - lots of portable digital mode videos,
portable power solutions, and antenna deployments.
KM4ACK's youtube channel - This guy does a lot with Raspberry pi
setups, digital modes and WSPR setups.
Radio prepper's youtube channel - Lots of field portable videos
K6ARK's youtube channel - His channel is all portable amateur
radio. He has built some unique antennas.

Thank you to
all of my
friends in the
Longview East
Texas Amateur
Radio club for
inviting me to
visit with them
about QRP
radio today.
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